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Electrochemical impedance study of graphite/electrolyte
interface formed in LiBOB/PC electrolyte
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Abstract

Electrochemical impedance measurements were performed on graphitic anodes during their galvanostatic cycling in LiBOB/PC electrolyte,
and the variation of each impedance component was studied as the function of the lithiation state. It was found that the charge-transfer component
was closely related to the formation of the solid electrolyte interface (SEI), characterized by a sharp drop in the corresponding resistances
between OCV and 0.60 V, while the semi-circle in the medium frequency range might arise from contact impedance components within the
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lectrode, because it varies reversibly during the lithiation/delithiation cycle.
The irreversible reduction process at 1.70 V, which is characteristic of LiBOB salt, was confirmed to originate from the reductive d

ition of oxalate ester impurities, and this process is believed to be unrelated to the protective SEI formed by LiBOB electrolytes o
node. When compared with the corresponding LiPF6-based electrolytes, it was concluded that the alkyl carbonates are not appr
olvents for LiBOB salt, both in terms of the power and low temperature performances in lithium ion cells.
ublished by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

A borate-based new salt, lithium bis(oxalato)borate (Li-
OB), was recently proposed as a possible alternative for the

hermally unstable LiPF6 as electrolyte solute in lithium ion
attery[1,2]. The main advantage of this new salt was high-

ighted by the relatively stable cycling performance of the
lectrolytes based on it in lithium ion cells at elevated tem-
eratures[3]. In the follow up studies a unique property of

his new salt in forming an effective solid electrolyte interface
SEI) on graphitic anode was also reported[4], and the possi-
le potential range within which this protective interface was

ormed was placed below 1.0 V[5]. Surface analysis of the
ormed graphitic anode surface revealed that the SEI formed
n LiBOB-electrolyte is very similar in chemical nature to
hat formed in LiPF6-based electrolytes, i.e., semi-carbonate
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species serve as the key ingredients in protecting the gra
structure. The major difference lying between the LiBO
and the LiPF6-originated SEI is the content of these se
carbonate species, which was at low percentage versu
pristine carbon signal in the latter (∼5%) but sharply highe
in the LiBOB-originated SEI (∼30%)[6]. Preliminary con
clusions were drawn that the salt anion, which is rich in
bonyl species, plays an active role in dictating the chem
nature of the SEI, and that the high temperature stabili
the electrolytes based on LiBOB very likely arises from
new SEI with enriched semi-carbonate species as a res
the anion-participation.

To better understand this new surface chemistry betw
LiBOB-electrolyte and graphitic anode, we carried out
electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) measureme
the graphitic anodes in LiBOB/PC electrolyte during th
lithiation/delithiation cycles, and established a correlation
tween the potential-dependences of SEI formation an
cell impedance components. This correlation would he
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depict a dynamic picture of the forming process of the BOB-
originated SEI, in combination with other electrochemical
and spectroscopic techniques we have adopted.

On the other hand, despite the favorable interfacial and
thermal properties that LiBOB has shown, the bulk properties
of this new salt in alkyl carbonate solvents, such as solubility
and ion conductivity, have been found to be inferior to those of
LiPF6, and concerns have been raised regarding the practical
use of LiBOB in lithium ion cells. With EIS study of lithium
ion cells containing LiBOB in carbonate solutions, we hope
to determine whether the above bulk transport properties are
reflected in the interfacial charge-transfer processes and thus
affect the cell power capabilities. This paper summarizes part
of the EIS work performed in our lab.

2. Experimental

LiBOB was synthesized in our lab through an aqueous
approach as described in a patent disclosure[1]. Repeated
recrystallization in appropriate solvents yields this salt of
high purity (>99% by11B-NMR and >99.5% by Li-content
determination with atomic absorption spectroscopy). Propy-
lene carbonate (PC), ethylmethyl carbonate (EMC), ethylene
carbonate (EC) from EM Sciences (>99.99%) and diethyl ox-
alate (DEO) from Aldrich (99%) were dried over neutral alu-
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of the anode half cell used in the electrochemical
impedance study.

lected data were fitted and analyzed by the corresponding
softwares CorrView and ZView.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Measurement and fitting of EIS

In Fig. 2 the typical impedance response recorded in
the Li/graphite half cell is shown and is composed of two
depressed semi-circles in the high and medium frequency
ranges and a short spike in the low frequency range. It has
been generally accepted that the semi-circle in the medium
frequency range arises from the impedance of the, interfacial
film on the electrode, while the one in the lower frequency
range arises from the charge-transfer process[7,9]. The
spike at the low frequency end indicates the long range ion

F cell
a fre-
q to fit
t

ina, and the moisture level as determined by Karl–Fis
itration was∼6.00 ppm or lower. The electrolyte solutio
ere prepared in a Vacuum Atmosphere glove box with
en and moisture levels below 10 and 5 ppm, respectivel
.0 m LiPF6 in EC/EMC was used as the baseline electro
ith DEO as the model impurity at concentration levels o
and 10%, respectively. Graphitic anode composites c
n Cu foil were provided by SAFT. These electrode sh
ere cut into discs of area 1.27 cm2.
Button cells of size 2335 served as testing vehicles for

ells in galvanostatic cycling as well as impedance stu
ince the design and the configuration of the anode half c
f critical importance to the reproducibility of the impeda
easurements, the detailed parts of the button cells us

his study are shown inFig. 1. The cell cases and lids (Ra
vac) were made of Type 223 stainless steel, while the sp
nd the springs were from Hohsen Corp., Japan. The a
ly was crimped using a Rayovac Multipress in a dry-ro
ith dew point of ca.−60 to−70◦C. Before each impedan

est the cells were cycled to a specified potential galvano
cally at the rate of 0.093 mA cm−2 by a Solartron SI 128
lectrochemical Interface. The ac impedance measure
as then conducted on such cells by using a Solartron SI

mpedance/Gain-Phase Analyzer. A dc bias equivalent t
ell potential was applied to the cell, while an ac perturba
f 0.10 mV in amplitude was generated in the frequency r
f 0.01–106 Hz. In this way the impedance spectra meas
ould describe the interface of the electrode at the kn
tate of charge. Both the cycling and impedance testing
ontrolled by CorrWare and Zplot softwares, while the
ig. 2. The complex plane (Nyquist plots) of Li/LiBOB in PC/graphite
t the cell potential of 0.05 V during discharging (lithiation). Selected
uencies are indicated in the figure. Inset: the equivalent circuit used

he impedance data.
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diffusion in the bulk of the graphite, and its angle with the
real axis changes with cell potential from 90◦ progressively
to 45◦, which is typical of semi-infinite diffusion. An equiva-
lent circuit with individual components as shown in the inset
of Fig. 2 was used to fit the EIS data, where the above pro-
cesses were represented by two RC subsets in series, with the
corresponding resistancesRint (interfacial) andRct (charge-
transfer). The total cell resistanceRcell is then defined as the
summation ofRint andRct plus an ohmic component (Re),
which reflects the summation of bulk ionic conductivity of
the electrolyte, electronic conductivity in bulk graphite, and
the contact resistance between electrode coating and sub-
strate. In practical applications it isRcell that is of signifi-
cance because the ion transport across the cell, or the cell
power performance, is directly dictated by it.

It should be pointed out that the good reproducibility of
any EIS experiment lies in the reliable resolution of these dif-
ferent impedance responses. More specifically, it would be
difficult to obtain reliable data for individual componentsRint
andRct if the two semi-circles had been merged due to sim-
ilar time constants, because arbitrariness has to be involved
to fit such data to the equivalent circuit. Unfortunately, this
situation occurs more often than not, especially at low cell
potentials where the graphite is nearly fully lithiated, and
the semi-circle corresponding to charge-transfer appears as a
vanishing shoulder of the larger interfacial component[7,10].
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Fig. 3. The galvanostatic cycling of graphitic anode in LiBOB/PC. Only the
first cycle is shown. Electrochemical impedance spectra were measured dur-
ing both discharge (lithiation or cathodic polarization) and charge (delithia-
tion or anodic polarization) processes at the indicated spots.

the open circuit voltage (OCV,∼3.0 V) down to 0.050 V in
LiBOB/PC, while interrupting the cycling to conduct a se-
ries of EIS measurements at pre-selected potentials. These
potentials at which EIS study were carried out are marked
in Fig. 3 on the voltage-capacity profile of such a half cell.
The spectra thus generated were fitted to the equivalent cir-
cuit as shown in the inset ofFig. 2, and the dependences of
the resistances for each individual component are plotted in
Fig. 4for comparison. Due to the vast difference in the scales
of these data sets,Re andRint are plotted together (Fig. 4a),
and so areRct andRcell (Fig. 4c), respectively. For clarity,
Fig. 4(and alsoFigs. 5 and 6) was plotted in such a way that
the data points for discharge (lithiation) and charge (delithi-
ation) processes are separated along the horizontal axis, so
that overlapping between these two processes due to similar
data values is avoided. Thus, the left halves of these figures
represent the initial lithiation (charge) process of the graphite
anode, while the right halves reflect the delithiation process
of the same anode with an already-formed SEI (Fig. 4b).

3.2. Dependence of Re and Rint on cell potential

During the whole potential range tested (lithiated from
3.0 V down to 0.05 V then delithiated back to 1.0 V), resis-
tance of the ohmic componentRe experiences little varia-
tion, which is understandable because the bulk ion conduc-
t d by
t hile,
R dual
d ng to
a nos-
t tic
o esis
a sible
p .

lic
a cted
n the other hand, we found that by adopting the cell de
hown inFig. 1, the time constants for these two semi-circ
ould be distinctively separated in most of the entire pote
ange studied, as shown by the example inFig. 2which was
easured at 0.05 V. The two processes (Rint andRct) also re-
ains well separated for most of the electrolyte system

nvestigated.
As we have reported earlier, the total cell impedanc

i/graphite half cell based on the state-of-the-art electro
LiPF6- and EC-based) is dominated by two components
int andRct [9], and both components change drastically w

he cell potential, because the lithiation state of the gra
node dictates the lithium ion diffusion through the SEI

nto the bulk graphene structure. Of special interest wa
otential range where the main stage in formation of an e

ive SEI is thought to occur (∼0.20 V), which is characterize
y a steep drop in the interfacial impedance of the cell.
arently the electrode surface undergoes substantial c
t this specific potential due to the deposition from electro
eduction, although we are still unsure if an effective SE
ndeed completed at this stage. On the other hand, the u
roperty of LiBOB in neat PC solution has enabled us to a
ately determine the completion of such an effective SEI,
e have observed that only when a graphite anode wa

ormed in LiBOB/PC down to 0.55 V or lower potentials c
t support the reversible lithium intercalation/de-intercala
n LiPF6/PC. The latter electrolyte composition has been
nown to exfoliate the graphite structure[5].

To find if a similar correlation betweenRint and SEI for-
ation exists in LiBOB/PC, we cycled graphitic anodes f
ivity and electric contact resistance etc are hardly affecte
he electrochemical states of the graphite anode. Meanw
int representing interfacial film component starts a gra
rop between 1.7 and 1.0 V, approximately correspondi
n irreversible process previously observed during galva

atic cycling (inset,Fig. 4b) [5]. This process is characteris
f LiBOB-containing electrolytes, and through the synth
nd testing of LiBOB we have suspected that this irrever
rocess is probably caused by trace impurity in the salt

Since LiBOB in our work was synthesized from oxa
cid and boric acid, a likely source of impurity is the unrea
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the cell resistance on anode potential: (a) ohmic
and interfacial components for the first and the second cycles; (c) charge-
transfer component and the summation of resistance components of the cell
for the first cycle. The potential-dependence of differential capacity for the
anode in the first cycle is also shown (b) to demonstrate the correlation be-
tween various electrochemical processes and these impedance components.

Fig. 5. The effect of oxalate impurity on the potential-dependence of differ-
ential capacity. The baseline electrolyte is 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC (1:1 by
weight). Note that the irreversible capacity for the process at 1.70 V increases
monotonically with DEO content.

Fig. 6. The potential dependences of cell impedance in the first five cy-
cles (only the first, second and fifth shown). The cell impedance for
LiPF6/EC/EMC during the first lithiation cycle was included as benchmark.

or partially reacted oxalic salt or ester. Based on this infer-
ence, we have previously assigned the above 1.7 V process to
the reduction of oxalic salt or ester[5]. In order to further con-
firm this identity, we use a dialkyl ester of oxalic acid, DEO,
as a model compound and deliberately added it as an impu-
rity into a baseline electrolyte (1.0 m LiPF6/EC/EMC), which
does not have any detectable process near 1.7 V.Fig. 5shows
the differential capacity versus voltage for the Li/graphite
cells based on these “contaminated” electrolytes with DEO
concentrations at 1, 5 and 10%, respectively. In all elec-
trolytes, the 1.7 V process is reproduced, and the peak in-
tensity increases monotonically with impurity level.1 Thus
we tentatively conclude that this 1.7 V process is caused by
impurity existing in the salt, and the corresponding drop in
Rint might not reflect the formation of an effective SEI.

Surprisingly, between 0.60 and 0.55 V there is no appar-
ent change inRint, although we have determined that this is
the potential range where SEI is completed[5]. Considering
the essential change in the chemical nature of the surface
during the above potential range, i.e., the surface turns from
being vulnerable to PC-cointercalation to being able to stably
support reversible lithium ion intercalation, a direct correla-
tion is hard to establish betweenRint and the formation of
SEI. Similar result has been observed in different systems
for Rint [8], suggesting that this component at the medium
frequency range might not be actually associated with the
S the
p bove
“ has
b d
t mate-

udy
c t 1.7 V
( rees
w

EI as its nominal assignment would hint. Considering
henomenological nature of the EIS technique, the a
inconsistence” should not be surprising. Actually, there
een a proposition that this semi-circle ofRint is more relate

o the contact resistance between the paste of active

1 A rough estimate of impurity level for the LiBOB salt used in this st
ould be made based on the comparison of the irreversible capacities a
betweenFig. 4b andFig. 5), which should be less than 0.6% and ag
ell with AAS analysis result[5].
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rial and the current collector[8]. Similarly, we believe that it
is more likely related to the intergrain resistance within the
anode, as its variation with cell potential coincides with the
repeated expansion/contraction cycle of the latter as we will
see in the subsequent cycles following the initial formation
cycle (Fig. 4a andFig. 6).

In Fig. 4a, after the drop at 1.7 V,Rint stabilizes through the
entire lithiation process, and while the cell starts to delithi-
ate, it drops abruptly to a low level (∼150�). Repeated tests
on multiple cells reproduced the above abrupt drop inRint, as
did the tests conducted on the following cycles. InFig. 4a test
results forRe andRint during the second cycle are also shown
as an example. While no notable change in the potential-
dependence ofRe can be detected, the value ofRint at the
beginning of the second lithiation starts at the same low
level (∼150�) with that at the end of the first delithiation.
In a narrow potential range between 0.20 and 0.01 V,Rint
rises and forms an elevated platform with a height of 260�.
The abrupt drop occurs again at∼0.20 V during charge and
forms the end of the elevation, and values ofRint almost per-
fectly coincide with those in the first delithiation process.
The same potential-dependence was obtained forRint during
all the subsequent cycles with good reproducibility, which is
not shown inFig. 4a for graphic simplicity. In other words,
Rint reversibly increases to a constant value at potentials be-
low 0.20 V, when the graphene structure is lithiated. The total
c l-
d
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subjected to delithiation, andRct shows a similar potential
dependence to that ofRint, i.e., a drop occurs at∼0.20 V.

Also plotted inFig. 4c is the dependence of total cell re-
sistanceRcell on cell potential. Apparently, this dependence
is dominated by the contribution fromRct.

In a full lithium ion cell, the potential of the graphitic
the anode after the initial formation cycles can vary between
0.80 and 0.01 V during normal operation. In other words,
according to the results shown inFig. 4c, after the formation
of the SEI, the resistance to the lithium ion charge-transfer
process (and hence the cell resistanceRcell) stays at a low
level (<300� for graphite in LiBOB/PC), thus allowing the
operation of lithium ion chemistry to occur reversibly and
with low polarization. This conclusion is drawn from our
previous report[9] and is further supported by the extended
EIS studies on the graphitic anode in the subsequent cycles
shown inFig. 6, where only the results ofRcell for second
and fifth cycle are selected for clarity, while the result for the
first cycle is also included for comparison. Noticeably, in the
formed cell the resistanceRcell stays at a much lower level
compared to the cell during formation. Actually, from the
second lithiation process on, the dependence ofRcell appears
as a mirror image to that of theRcell during the first delithiation
process, instead of tracking the dependence ofRcell during the
first lithiation process. This potential dependence will hold
true for all the subsequent cycles, and as a result the plots of
R rical
s cal
s n the
d of
t ed.

v
n ia-
t
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R als
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ell resistanceRcell will be affected by this peculiar potentia
ependence within this potential range.

.3. Dependence of Rct and Rcell on cell potential

Unlike Re andRint, Rct decreases rapidly during the fi
ithiation process, and arrives at a minimum at ca. 1.6
hich coincides well with the irreversible process discus
bove. The correlation between this process andRint/Rct does
ot seem to be accidental, but rather demonstrates th
eduction of the impurity might result in some form of d
osition on the graphite surface, although this depositio
till not sufficient to function as protective film against P
ointercalation and graphene exfoliation. According to
revious report on state-of-the-art electrolyte,Rct usually ar-
ives at minimum values when there is a phase change w
he anode involved[9]. Therefore, we speculate that the po
ility for oxalic salt or esters to be irreversibly cointercala

nto graphene layers at 1.7 V cannot be excluded.
On the other hand, an obvious variation between 1.0

.50 V occurs in the resistance of the charge-transfer pr
ct (Fig. 4c and its inset), which drops from∼5000� at 1.0 V

o ∼200� at 0.60 V. Below 0.60 V the drop continues bu
much slower rate, andRct stabilizes between 150 and 110�

n the potential range of 0.50 and 0.01 V. This drastic dro
ct between 1.0 and 0.60 V, before the lithium ion interc

ion happens, should correspond with the formation pro
f the SEI since we know that effective protection aga
C cointercalation is completed at this potential[5]. After

he lithiation was completed, the graphitic anode was
cell versus cell potential for these cycles take a symmet
hape as shown inFig. 6, in sharp contrast to the asymmetri
hape for the initial cycle. This new constancy achieved i
ependences ofRcell on cell potential indicates the stability

he graphitic anode surface after an effective SEI is form
Another very interesting note to make is that theRcell

alue oscillates reversibly between∼250 and∼350� in a
arrow potential range of 0.20–0.01 V, during both lith

ion and delithiation processes. This excursion inRcell value
orms an elevated platform in its symmetrical potential
endence (Fig. 6) for all the following cycles after the fir

orming cycle, apparently due to the contribution from b
ct andRint (seeFig. 4a and c). A closer examination reve

hat the potential range within which this platform is loca
orresponds well with that of the main lithiation/delithiat
eactions of the graphitic anode, as shown by the pote
ependence of differential capacity of the graphitic anod
iBOB/PC plotted inFig. 4b.

The three distinctive lithiation processes inFig. 4b at
0.20, ∼0.12 and∼0.09 V were the well-known pha

ransitions between the graphite intercalation compo
t stage 1 to 4, stage 2L to 2, and stage 2 to 1, respec

7,11]. In other words, these higher values ofRint coincide
ith the existence of a graphene structure fully loaded

ithium ions. This correlation seems to be a support for
arlier suggestion made by Chang and Sohn[8] that the
emi-circle in the medium frequency range is related to
act impedance factors within the electrode rather than
urface film, because the mechanical stress introduced
xpanded graphene interlayer distance in a fully loaded a
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is likely to be associated with increased contact impedances,
either inter-grain (as we believe) or between active mass and
substrate (as suggested by Chang and Sohn)[8].

Finally, some comments should be made on the practical
applicability of LiBOB-based electrolytes in lithium ion bat-
teries, considering its lower conductivity/solubility in alkyl
carbonate solvents. A rough comparison is made between
LiBOB/PC and state-of-the-art electrolyte for the lithium
ion battery in terms of cell impedances in graphitic anode
half cells. The potential-dependence ofRcell for LiPF6 in
EC/EMC (1:1 by weight) was plotted inFig. 6, and similar
to that of the LiBOB/PC electrolyte, the cell impedance sta-
bilized after SEI formation. However, when compared with
LiBOB/PC, the resistance of LiPF6-based electrolytes re-
mained at a much lower level (∼20�) after the formation
of its SEI. Although with the addition of the less viscous
linear carbonates such as DMC, EMC or DEC, the LiBOB-
based electrolytes can achieve higher ion conductivity and
lower impedance levels, the difficulty still exists for it to be
competitive with the electrolytes based on LiPF6 in terms of
power performance. Based on our experience with this new
salt, it seems that the alkyl carbonates, which are the current
commonly used solvents in the lithium ion battery industry,
are not the most suitable solvents for LiBOB if power per-
formance or low temperature performance is the focus. In
order for LiBOB to replace LiPFas an electrolyte solute for
t has
h ht.
C em-
p ger s
p ains
a

4

hitic
a of
i ance
c ance

responses represented by the semi-circle at medium fre-
quency range might not have direct relation to the formation
of an SEI, while the charge-transfer component shows
significant change within the potential range where SEI is
believed to be formed. An irreversible reduction process at
1.70 V was confirmed to be caused by an impurity less than
0.6% in LiBOB salt, and it does not seem to contribute to the
effective SEI formed at potentials down to 0.55 V. Compared
with the state-of-the-art electrolytes based on LiPF6, the
power and low temperature performance of LiBOB-based
electrolytes in lithium ion cells still need improvement,
despite their promising high temperature performance.
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